


Born from a long line of jewellers, Philippe Guilhem decided to launch his own 
collection of jewels-sculptures in 2017 based on his various artistic passions.

A brief history.



Joaillerie Guilhem is an iconic house located in Megeve, 
renowned for its originality and its mastery of jewel-making.



Philippe Guilhem’s new col-
lection draws inspiration 
from the primitive lines of 
African masks, Miklos and 
Brancusi’s vivacious curves 
to Zaha Hadid’s modern and 
organic designs.



From a sculpture is born a Ring...



“From the infinitely large to the infinitely small... ‘’
Philippe Guilhem’s first step in elaborating his new collection 
was to create huge sculptures in bronze.

These sculptures were then miniaturised to become full-
blown jewellery.
From these amazing sculptures new rings are born and ad-
ded to the beautiful Mashandy collection.



Creating precise and delicate lines from clay...
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Sensual curves appear in the clay beneath the work of precise and delicate hands. 
It seems to slowly morph into a small sculpture with refined and smooth lines.



Philippe Guilhem chose an ancestral 
metal: Bronze.
Not often used in jewellery making, it 
is a truly exceptional material with an 
extended colour palette that varies 
with time and is able to enhance the 
tremendous beauty of the precious 
stones.
Philippe Guilhem selected some of 
the best French artisans to work side 
by side to develop the Mashandy col-
lection.





Each model is then created in eight different versions, individually num-
bered like the pieces of art that they are.
Each ring is signed ’’Guilhem’’ and has its own certificate of authenticity.



An alliance between bronze, gold and precious stones.



Guilhem’s experience in gemology helps him select uniquely precious sto-
nes and gems.
The quality of the stones combined with bronze and gold give birth to inno-
vative and enriching creations.





The mix between the raw aspect of the bronze and the magnifi-
cent gems begets a collection characterised by its originality and 
its modernity.





https://youtu.be/UGxbBqVFaMs
https://youtu.be/UGxbBqVFaMs


www.guilhem-joaillier.com

https://www.guilhem-joaillier.com/philippe-guilhem

